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Russia's sovereign fund on Tuesday announced a deal with a top Indian
vaccine manufacturer to produce the Russia-designed Sputnik V
vaccine. The Russian Direct Investment Fund, or RDIF, said its deal
...
Russian fund: India's top vaccine maker to produce Sputnik V
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Russia’s weapons exports agency increased foreign sales despite
delays in shipments and a fall in net profit. In 2020, “the volume of
export supplies through Rosoboronexport exceeded $13 billion. The ...
How COVID-19 and sanctions harmed Russian defense biz — and how the
country could recover
The sky is the limit for expansion of the Russia-India strategic
partnership, Russian ambassador Nikolay Kudashev said on Wednesday
with the two countries ramping up preparation for an annual ...
Sky is the limit for expansion of Russia-India: Russian envoy
Traditionally, Slavic and Russian studies in these countries have
centered around literature, history, politics and culture. This
volume reflects recent changes in Russian studies by focusing on ...
Russian Language Studies in North America
Two issues of Eurobonds were placed for $ 1.25 billion, and bonds
were issued on the Russian market for 10 billion Russian ... amount
because the goal is to achieve the maximum possible volume of the ...
Debt Refinancing: The European Market Is Closed, and the Prospects
for the Russian Market Are Very Vague
In the 21 st century, the Russian economy remains highly dependent on
the production of oil and gas. Therefore, the rosy outlook of the
fossil fuel industry is good news for Moscow and its ...
Russian Drillers Rejoice As Oil Continues To Rally
The authors used a novel method in bilingualism research -comparison
of the eye-movement sequences (scanpaths) in adult native speakers of
Russian ... to read a sentence (6 seconds per sentence ...
Researchers outline specific patterns in reading in Russian
The United States has convicted a Russian cyber-criminal of running a
malware-masking ... "Koshkin provided Levashov with a custom, highvolume crypting service that enabled Levashov to distribute ...
US Convicts Russian Malware-masker
A new study by IIASA researchers, Russian experts, and other
international colleagues have produced new estimates of biomass
contained in Russian forests, confirming a substantial increase over
...
Russian forests are crucial to global climate mitigation
By 2025, when the plant reaches its design capacity, it will not only
become the largest Russian site for natural ... helium capacities
with an annual volume of 0.3 to 1.2 mcm will be built ...
Can Russia Become A Major Player In Helium Markets?
In second place is China, which splashed out $2.6 ... more, Russian
companies sell ice cream to Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Ukraine, Germany,
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Israel and other countries; the ice cream export volume ...
Russian ice cream conquers the world
An uncrewed Russian cargo ship blasted off Wednesday on a mission to
deliver supplies to the International Space Station. The Progress
MS-17 lifted off atop a Soyuz rocket from the Russian space ...
Russian cargo ship lifts off for International Space Station
Also, in the reporting period Russia exported 6.4 mln tonnes of
barley (up 39% compared to the ... oilseeds and its by-products on
foreign markets (up 10%). This volume contained 50.4 mln tonnes of
...
Russian grain export surpassed 49 mln tonnes
Also, in the reporting period Russia exported 6.4 mln tonnes of
barley (up 41% compared to the ... oilseeds and its by-products on
foreign markets (up 8%). This volume contained 49.1 mln tonnes of ...
Russian wheat export exceeded 37 mln tonnes
However, Al-Qahtani noted that the volume of Saudi-Russian trade did
not fully reflect the importance of the economic links between the
two countries, adding that “Saudi products are highly ...
Riyadh, Moscow seek closer currency, trade links
Chairman of the Saudi-Russian Business Council Tariq Al-Kahtani said
it was important to strengthen economic and trade cooperation. The
meeting also dealt with some challenges that contributed to the ...
Saudi and Russian business officials propose Russian bank in Riyadh
As President Biden meets with European Union leaders in Brussels and
Russian President Vladimir ... of at least 5 to 7 percent of total
gas volume. Since methane has 85 times the warming potency ...
Cleaner US gas can reduce Europe's reliance on Russian energy
The Russian Direct Investment Fund, or RDIF, said its deal with the
Serum Institute of India, the world’s largest vaccine manufacturer by
volume ... or 12.6%, have been fully vaccinated.
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